The audit form was divided into two sections; the first recorded information from the EEG request including (a) clinical information, age and sex of patient, age of onset and seizure details, neurological findings, and family history required to facilitate syndrome recognition; drug history and handedness (relevant for o rhythm and other changes in background activity); (b) provisional diagnosis; and (c) purpose of EEG. The second part focused on the value of EEG in clinical practice and was subdivided into the following three areas: (a) request appropriateness; (b) diagnostic index yield (syndrome, generalised, focal, non-specific, and normal); and (c) usefulness of the electroclinical report.
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An audit form for each patient was completed at the time that the results of the EEG were reported. Statistical analysis of the comparison of data obtained from both surveys was by x2.
Results There were 165 consecutive requests for EEG in the first two month period. There were 195 requests in the second period, but only the first 165 were analysed, allowing a comparison between populations of identical size. Sources of requests were almost identical in the two surveys, originating from hospital (80%) and The proportion of requests offering a provisional diagnosis was higher than we had expected although again, there was no difference between the two surveys, and it was clear that there was a duplication of responses between 'provisional diagnosis' and 'purpose of EEG'. A greater proportion of clinicians provided a reason for requesting EEG in the repeat survey (64% v 55%), but this was not statistically significant. The most common reasons cited reflected the misconception that it could diagnose or exclude epilepsy; in the two surveys 60% and 54% of clinicians respectively thought that EEG could do this. EEG performed once on an awake subject with negative results is of no diagnostic value and does not exclude epilepsy.1 2 EEG is important in identifying or classifying specific epilepsy syndromes, most of which occur in childhood and are age related. It was apparent from the repeat survey that more clinicians were aware of the concept of the epilepsy syndrome (nine offering this as a reason for undertaking EEG, in contrast to two in the initial survey) but again this difference was not significant. As the definition of an epilepsy syndrome depends upon the clinical information including age of onset of seizures, neurodevelopmental status, family history and seizure type(s), as well as EEG findings, it is possible that a greater proportion of EEG recordings would have been diagnostic of a specific epilepsy syndrome had there been more clinical information. As far as we are aware the identification of a focal discharge on an EEG recording did not lead to the demonstration of any structural lesion/abnormality, but this was not formally assessed.
In 45% (initial survey) and 36% (repeat survey) of requests, the purpose of requesting EEG was not given; the reasons for these high rates of omission are unclear but may include a simple oversight or uncertainty as to why the request was being made. It is also likely that a number of requests were made to reassure the parents or physician, or both, by obtaining, hopefully, a normal report.
On the basis of the clinical information given EEG requests were felt to be appropriate in over 60% of cases in the initial survey. The findings of an almost identical figure in the repeat survey suggests that despite guidelines, clinicians remained unsure as to when and on whom, to request EEG.
Finally EEG was considered useful 70% of the time in the further management of the patient; in the remaining 30% EEG was not felt to be useful, primarily because of nonspecific EEG abnormalities and inadequate clinical information. It was not the purpose of this study to assess whether the requesting clinicians themselves considered the EEG report helpful or not, but we appreciate that this could have provided a useful correlation. Although we acknowledge that the EEG recordings were not read blind (that is, the identity of the referring consultant was known) we do not consider that this introduced any interpretation bias which could have significantly influenced the results of the study.
This audit has demonstrated that practical advice and recommendations are still required on the role and clinical relevance of EEG. Finally, this study has again highlighted the (false) belief that EEG is able to diagnose or exclude epilepsy.
